
1.7 August 2017

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (SEHK)
1.21F, One International Finance Centre
I Harbour View Street

Central, Hong Kong

Dear Mr. Charles Xiaojia Li,

Re: New Board Concept Paper and Consultation Paper on Review of the
Growth Enterprise Market (GEM) and Changes to the GEM and Main Board
Listing Rules

On behalf of its members, the Asia Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association' has set
forth comments on the New Board Concept Paper and the Consultation Paper on Review of the
Growth Enterprise Market (GEM) and Changes to the GEM and Main Board Listing Rules (the
"Papers"). Davis Polk & Wardwell has assisted us in preparing and coordinating this response,

Unless otherwise indicated, the terms used in this letter shall have the same meanings as in the
Papers. Cross-references will be made to the Questionnaires accompanying the Papers to
facilitate the evaluation of consultation results by the SEHK.
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Creation of a New Board

I. Attracting new candidates

I

Our association generally agrees that Hong Kong should open itself up to a more diverse range of
listing candidates, including New Economy companies, pre-profit companies, and companies with
non-conventional governance structures such as weighted voting rights (myR).

AslFMA is an independent, regional trade association with over 80 member firms comprising a diverse
range of lead'rig financial institutions from both the buy and sell side, including banks, asset managers, law
frms and marketinfrastructure service providers. Together, we harness the shared interests of the financial
'ridustry to promote the development of liquid, deep and broad capital markets in Asia. AslFMA advocates
stable, innovative, competitive and efficient Asian capital marketsthat are necessary to support the region's
economic growth. We drive consensus, advocate solutions and effect change around key issues through
the co Iective strength and clarity of one industry voice. Our many initiatives include consultations with
regulators and exchanges, development of uniform industry standards, advocacy for enhanced markets
through policy papers, and lowering the cost of doing business in the region. Through the GFMA alliance
with SIFMA in the United States and AFME in Europe, AslFMA also provides insights on global best practices
and standards to benefit the region.
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The statistics cited in the Paper substantiate well the SEHK's proposals. The scope and size of the
"missed opportunities" over the past decade make a strong argument for the necessity and
urgency of reforms for the Hong Kong market in the direction indicated by the SEHK.

2, How to open up the marker

Members of the association believe that the stated goals could be achieved through various ways,
and riot necessarily by way of a two-tiered New Board. Creation of the New Board as envisaged
in the Papers, especially the New Board PRO segment, seems to be a revolutionary step. A range
of factors will have to be in place for this to be successful, many of which may be beyond the
control of the SEHK or even the Hong Kong market.

Whilst we believe that time is of the essence - we would like to stress this sense of urgency - to
relax the rules for New Economy companies, some of the features of New Board PRO are of a
more aspiration al nature and can be left for a later date when there has been enough time for
both the SEHK and the market to consider in more detail the full range of options and the
implications of each.

Instead of launching directly into a bifurcated New Board at this juncture, we believe the SEHK
should focus on the proposals in relation to the establishment of New Board PREMIUM first. In
this regard, the SEHK may consider either creating a separate board as envisaged in the Papers,
or expanding the Main Board to accommodate a wider range of listing candidates. For example,
the SEHK can consider adding a new segment or tier to the Main Board and/or by adopting some
process whereby issuers that have riot complied with the traditional listing requirements will be
"earmarked" so that the market will be aware of the special features of such issuers, as well as
the risks associated with trading in their securities. In the meantime, if the SEHK deddes in the
end to segregate new issuers onto a New Board, the positioning of the various boards should be
very clearly articulated to avoid confusion.

We have in mind the innovative thinking of the SEHK behind Chapter 1.8 of the Main Board Listing
Rules, At the time when this chapter was rolled out, it was clear that part of its purpose was to
make special concessions from the general Main Board eligibility requirements to facilitate the
listing of mineral companies. The Chapter 18 consultation and the rule amendment process took
less than nine months in 2009-201.0 and is a good example of a successful and efficient way to
open up the market to a new category of issuers within a relatively short time. Over the Years
there have been a considerable number of issuers that have taken advantage of and been listed
under Chapter ,. 8. We believe that overall the Chapter 18 innovation could be a useful reference
for us today.

Ifit is thought that the companies we have in mind this time - as compared to mining companies
- are much bigger in scope and the potential risks more serious, we believe the issues can be
managed by a "tiering" of the Main Board or some form of earmarking as we have mentioned. BY
building the necessary safeguards into the listing rules (perhaps in a dedicated chapter like
Chapter 18) and putting in place robust investors' education, we believe the goals can be achieved
with more expediency and less risk.

In the New Board Concept Paper, the SEHK states that one of the reasons for proposing a separate
New Board is the problem of index inclusion raised by the board of the SFC, namely, that inclusion
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in Hong Kong's main local benchmark index is limited to companies listed on the Main Board. We
believe this does not necessarily mean we must segment the market into different boards;
different tiers may also be a feasible approach. Index inclusion is a decision to be made by the
index companies. These companies are not currently regulated, have their own commercial
interests to pursue, and will react to market realities as they see fit. For example, S&P Dow, ones
Indices recently announced that its S&P Composite 1500 and its componentindices will nolonger
add companies with multiple share class structures. In our view, when designing the overall shape
of Hong Kong's market for tomorrow, our regulators need riot be overly influenced by an issue
like index inclusion.

For an augmented market such as that we have proposed above, liquidity is essential and full
access to the full range of investors (retail and institutional), in duding Chinese investors through
the Stock Connect programmes, will be a key attraction for potentia issuers. We will elaborate
on this below. In our view, the ability to quickly build up a critical mass of listed issuers would be
key to the success of the New Board. To this end, the SEHK should carefully analyse how to ramp
up liquidity for the New Board if it were to be structured as a separate board. In this connection,
we urge the SEHK to study ways to address some of the current prettices that may have led to
distortions in the price discovery process, which we believe could be a major deterrent to
potential New Economy issuers listing in Hong Kong even if we were to introduce the proposals
in the New Board Concept Paper.

New Board - Consultation Questions

QZ. Whot ore your views on the needjor Hong Kong to seek to ottroct o more diverse r@rige of
coinponies ond, in porticulor, thosefrom New Economy industries to list here? Do you ogree thot
the New Boord would hove o positive impoct on Hong Kong's obility to ottroct odditionol New
Economy issuers to our ingrket?
Please give reusonsfor your views.

A1. For the reasons stated, we agree that Hong Kong needs to attract a more diverse range of
companies including New Economy industries. We believe, however, that a stand-alone New
Board is not necessarily the only way to achieve this goal, and that the SEHK could consider
expanding the Main Board by adding a new segment or tier to it as another possible option to
implement the reforms. We suggest that the SEHK carefully analyse how to ramp up liquidity for
the New Board if it were to be structured as a separate board, as the ability to quickly build up a
critical mass of listed issuers would be key to the success of the New Board.

02. Whot ore your views on whether the torgeted coinponies should be segregoted onto o New
Boord. rother thon being included on the Mom Boord or GEM? Pieose give reusonsfor your views.

A2. We believe that the stated goals of the Papers could be achieved by including the targeted
companies onto the Main Board, and riot necessarily by way of segregation onto a New Board.
However, if the targeted companies are segregated onto a New Board, we believe the positioning
of the various boards should be very clearly articulated to avoid confusion.
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3. New Board PREMIUM vs. New Board PRO

Turning to the proposed features of New Board PREMIUM and New Board PRO, we have some
key observations:

The financial track record requirements of New Board PREMIUM will be the same as the Main
Board in force from time to time, except that companies with non-standard governance
structures such as WVR will able to list on New Board PREMIUM. This means that this

proposed segment is created solely for this type of companies while other targeted issuers
Ie, g. pre-profit companies that do not meet the alternative eligibility tests under Main Board
listing rule 8,0512) and (31) will not be accommodated, The resulting target group seems
rather narrow to us. If the SEHK intends to make New Board PREMIUM a thriving segment,
further consideration could be given to how it can be opened to further types of issuers - e. g.
by giving it flexibility to accommodate more pre-profit companies.

New Board PRO is proposed as a segment with "light-touch" regulation with no requirement
for a listing sponsor, or a prospectus"standard listing document. At a glance, we have some
concerns that regulation may be too light and that there may be problems with the types of
issuers that will be attracted to this market, Given the experience with GEM, it may not be a
suitable experiment to introduce at this point in time.

New Board PRO is proposed as a "professional investors only" trading board that is specifically
targeted at New Economy issuers. As opposed to this, New Board PREMIUM caters to alltypes
of companies, not just New Economy ones. We are of the view that, to compete with other
markets in attracting issuers - in particular New Economy star performers, access to a wide
range of investors (both institutional and retail) and particularly the Mainland market through
the Stock Connect programmes, will be an essential attrartion. In fact, at this point in time a
new board limited to professional investors is probably unlikely to give Hong Kong a significant
"edge" over other favourite New Economy markets, such as NASDAQ.

Generally, we feel that a new market segment such as New Board PREMIUM will be beneficial
and, indeed, necessary to the market. We urge the SEHK to consider ways to expand and energise
it by widening the target issuers it can accommodate. As we have explained above, however, this
segment need riot be in the form of a stand-alone board.

On the other hand, the proposed features of New Board PRO may riot help Hong Kong attract the
kind of quality issuers that we need. In the worst-case scenario, an unsuccessful New Board PRO
may "taint" the New Board and harm Hong Kong's market reputation.

It appears to us that more thinking may be required in respect of a New Board PRO, for example,
as to limiting the classes of "professional investors" that can appropriate Iy participate in this
board, what that will mean for market liquidity, and the likely reaction of the retail segment.
Indeed, when it is time to study the relevant proposals, an essential question would be whether
"professional vs. non-professional investors" is indeed the most suitable differentiator for the
segment. We suggest allowing the market more time to weigh the pros and cons before
embarking on the New Board PRO initiative.
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Whether or not the SEHK adopts the New Board PRO proposals, we expect the market will have
other opportunities to discuss the detailed requirements applicable to New Board PREMIUM,
whether it is established as a stand-alone board or a segment/tier of the Main Board.

Nevertheless, we would like to stress here that the SEHK should not let this slow down the other
reforms, in particular to pursue the goals behind New Board PREMIUM which we believe are
urgent and essential.

New Board - Consultation Questions

03. If @ New Boord is odopted, whot ore your views on segmentIhg the New Boord into different
segments occordrng to the chorocteristics described in this poper (e. g. restriction to certoin types
of investor} fihoncioleli^IfuTity etc. )? Should the New Board be specificolly restricted to porti^ul@r
industries? Pieose give redsonsfor your views.

A3, As explained above, we believe that segmentation concept behind New Board PREMIUM is
sound, but the current blueprint may be too restrictive in terms of listing eligibility requirements.
We believe the SEHK should relax the listing eligibility for this segment to include a broader range
of pre-profit companies, without necessarily confining it to particular industries. As for New Board
PRO, we believe that further study is required, and we suggest exploring it at a later stage.

Q4, Whot ore your views on the proposed roles of GEM grid the Mom Board in the context of the
proposed overo111/3tingfromework?
PIeose give re@sonsfor your views.

A4. We believe New Board PRO is a project for the next stage. We also think that it is a feasible
option for the New Board PREMIUM to be structured as a separate segment or tier of the Main
Board.

Q5. Whot ore your views on the proposed criterio for moving from New Boord PRO to the other
boords?Shouhopub/IC offer requirement belmposedforcomponies moving from New Boord PRO
to one of the other boords? Pieose give reasonsfor your views,

A5. We do riot express any views for the time being, as we think New Board PRO is a project for
the next stage.

Q6. Whot ore your views on the proposed findncio/ ond trock record requirements that would OPPly
to issuers on New Boord PRO und New Boord PREMIUM? Do you ogree thot the proposed
odinission criterio ore OPPropriote in light of the targeted investorsfor eoch segment? Pie@se give
reusonsfor your views,

A6. As explained above, we believe the SEHK should relax the listing eligibility for this segment, in
particular to accommodate pre-profit companies that do not meet Main Board listing rule 8.05(2)
and (3). More generally, we would like to see more opportunities for the market to be engaged in
the formulation of the detailed requirements for applying to the New Board.
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Q7. What ore your views on whether the EXchange should reserve the right to refuse on OPPlicotion
for 11st, ing on New Boord PRO fit believes the OPPlicont could meet the eligihil^ty requirements of
New Boord PREMIUM, GEM or the Mom Boord? Please give reusonsfor your views.

A7, We do not express any views at this stage, as we think New Board PRO is a project for the next
stage.

08. Whot ore your views on the proposed requirements for minimum publicjloot grid minimum
number of investors at Its ting? Should odditrbnol meOSures be introduced to ensure sufi'bent
I^^uidity in the troding of shores listed on New Boord PRO? If so, whot me@sures would you
suggest? Pledse give reasonsfor your views.

A8, We do not express any views at this stage, as we think New Board PRO is a project for the next
stage.

QIO. Whot ore your views on whether we should OPPly o "lighter touch" suitobility o55essment to
new OPPliconts to New Boord PRO? If you ore supportive of o "lighter touch" OPProoch, whot
reloxotions versus the Mom Boord^ current suitobility CFiterio would you recommend? Pieose give
reosons for your views.

A10. We have some concerns as to the lighter touch approach to regulation and, in any event, do
riot believe there is a pressing need to create New Board PRO at this point in time.

011. Whot ore your views on whether the New Boord PRO should be restricted to professiono/
investors only? Whot cnterio should we use to define a professionol investorfor this purpose?
Pieose give reosonsfor your views.

All. As explained above, one of the key attractions of Hong Kong for potential issuers (especially
New Economy star performers) will be access to the Mainland market through the Stock Connect
programmes. We do not see any immediate benefit in a "professional investors on 11 board for
the time being.

012. Should speciol me OSures be imposed on Exchonge Portitiponts to ensure thot investors in
New Boord PRO-listed securities meet the eligib, 71ty criteria for both the lintiol PIOcing ond
secondory troding ?

Yes

No

Pieose give reusonsfor your views

A12, We do riot express any views at this stage, as we think a professionals-only board requires
further study and is a project for the next stage.

Q13. Whot ore your views on the proposo/for o F1honciolAdviser to be OPPointed by on OPPlicont
toll^t on New BoordPRO, rother thon OPPlying the existing sponsorregime? ryou would odvocote
more prescriptive due diffgence requirements, whot specific requirements would you recommend
be imposed? Pieose give reasonsfor your views.
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A13. We do riot express any views at this stage, as we think New Board PRO is a project for the
next stage.

Q14. Whot ore your views on the proposed role of the Listing Committee in respect of
e@ch segment of the New Boord?

A14. As we believe New Board PREMIUM should be structured as an additional tier to the Main

Board, we do riot propose any substantial changes to the Listing Committee's current role.

Q15. Do you ogree thot OPPliconts to listing on New Boord PRO should only hove to produce o
Listing Document thotprovided occurot^hformotion SL!I^ICient to endble professionolihvestors to
in oke on informed investment decision, rother thon o Prospectus? If you would advocote a more
prescr*, tive OPPro@ch to disclosure, whot specific disclosures would you recommend be required?

Yes

NO

Pieose give reosonsfor your views.

AIS. We have some concerns as to the lighter touch approach to regulation and, in any event, do
not believe there is a pressing need to create New Board PRO at this point in time,

016. Whot ore your views on the proposed continuous listing obligotionsfor the New Boord? Do
you bel^^ve thot diff'erent standords should OPPly to the different segments? Pieose give reosons
for your views.

A16, We believe that further consultation should be conducted with regard to the continuing
obligations applicable to New Board issuers, in particular for those adopting nori-conventional
corporate governance structures such as WVR.

4. Facilitating secondary listings

In the context of New Board PRO listings, SEHK proposed that applicants will not be required to
provide equivalent shareholder protection standards to those of Hong Kong under the 20.3 Joint
Policy Statement (JPS). It was further proposed that for New Board PREMIUM, applicants will have
to comply with this requirement but exemptions would be made for companies already listed on
a Recognised Us EXchange.

We are in favour of removing this requirement entirely from the 2013 ipS for all issuers. For
overseas-incorporated companies, demonstrating equivalent shareholder protection, although to
some extent alleviated by the SEHK Country Guides, remains a cumbersome process.

More importantly, we have serious doubts as to the regulatory basis for this approach. It is no
secret that the country of incorporation of a company very often has no connection whatsoever
with the location of its business and assets, the place of residence of its owners and managers, or
other factors likely to influence the location of enforcement actions. Instead of spending too much
effort comparing the shareholder protection regime in eachjurisdiction, it may be better for the
market to focus on disclosure of the key differences and risks in this regard, and step up
enforcement efforts through international cooperation. Ultimately, where ajurisdiction presents
irisurmountable problems, the SEHK will always have the power to reject the application on the
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"suitability for listing" ground, There does not appear to be an inordinate amount of risk in this
connection, and we would therefore urge the SEHK to consider removing the "equivalent
shareholder protection" requirement altogether.

The SEHK also proposed removing the "centre of gravity" test under the 2013 JPS for either
segment of the New Board, meaning there will be no restriction on the secondary listing of
companies operating primarily in Mainland China. We strongly agree with this proposal.

New Board - Consultation Questions

Q9. Whot ore your views on whether coinponies listed on o Recognised Us Exchonge thot OPPly to
I^^t on the New Boord should be exempted from the requirement to demonstrote thot they ore
subject to shareholder protection stundords equivolent to those of Hong Kong? Should coinponies
listed elsewhere be SImilorly exempted?
Pieose give reosons for your views,

A9. As explained above, we believe that the equivalent shareholder protection requirement
should be removed for all listing applicants on all the boards and replaced by disclosure
requirements and availability of cross-border enforcement. We are also in favour of removing the
centre of gravity requirement for secondary listings.

5. Accepting WVR companies for listing in Hong Kong

The association is generally in favour of opening up the market to companies with nori-
conventional governance structures such as WVR,

In the case of primary listings, if WVR companies are accepted in Hong Kong, we are in favour of
the "disclosure only" approach, but we are supportive of considering the introduction of certain
additional appropriate safeguards. In other words, in addition to full disclosure of the relevant
facts and circumstances, other safeguards could be explored, such as restrictions on the types of
persons that can hold WVR, a cap on the ratio of voting rights between the different classes of
shares, sunset clauses, etc. These safeguards, as well as heightened scrutiny of connected
transattions, could mitigate the risk of abuse. Additional safeguards could also be introduced by
way of continuing disclosure - e. g. subjecting WVR companies to more frequent or more stringent
financial and other disclosure obligations. The SEHK should further consult the market to work
out the detailed requirements.

With regard to secondary listings, the SEHK proposed to allow eligible listing candidates to list
under the "disclosure only" regime if they have a good compliance record as listed companies on
the New York Stock EXchange (NYSE) and NASDAQ. In fact, we believe that for companies already
listed elsewhere, there is typically noincentive to pursue a Hong Kong secondary listing ifit entails
the full process of amending constitutional documents,

Instead of adopting different approaches for primary vs. secondary listing the SEHK may consider
adopting the same approach across the board, but granting exemptions/waivers to secondary
listing candidates in appropriate circumstances.
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New Board - Consultation Questions

Q17. For coinponies thot 11st on the New Boord with @ WVR structure, should the Exchonge toke o
disclosure-bosed OPProoch OS described in porogroph Z53 of this Concept Poper? Should this
OPProoch OPPly to both segments of the New Board? Pieose give reusonsfor your views.

A17. We are in favour of a "disclosure on 11 approach, to be supplemented by additional
appropriate safeguards. This should be of general application regardless of the board on which
the company is seeking a listing, although we are believe New Board PRO is not a priority at this
stage.

018. If in addition, you believe thot the Exchonge should impose moridotory sofeguords for
coinponies thot 11st on the New Boord with o WVR structure, whot sofeguords should we OPPly?
Should the some soleguords OPPly to both segments of the New Board? Please give reosons for
your views.

A18. We believe that some form of additional appropriate safeguards as well as heightened
scrutiny of connected transactions should be in place to mitigate the risk of abuse. The SEHK may
also consider adding more stringent continuing disclosure requirements as a further safeguard,
The SEHK may further consult the market to work out the detailed requirements. This should be
of general application regardless of the board on which the company is seeking a listing.

QZ9. Do you ogree that the SEHK should o110w coinponies with uriconventionol governonce
feotures ifhcluding those with o WVR structure) to list on PREMIUM or PRO under the "disclosure
only" regime described in parogroph 153 of the Concept Poper, if they hove a good coinplionce
record OS listed cornponies on NYSE grid NASDAQ? Should companies listed elsewhere be similorly
exempted? Pieose give reusonsfor your views.

A, .9, We believe that the same approach should be adopted for primary and secondary listing
candidates, with flexibility built in to grant exemptions/waivers to secondary listing candidates on
a case-by-case basis.

Q20. What ore your views on the suspension grid delisting proposals put for word for the New
Boord? Pieose give reosonsfor your views.

A20. We believe New Board PRO is riot a priority, but do not otherwise have strong views
regarding the suspension and delisting procedures outlined by the SEHK.

Q21. Should New Boord-listed companies hove to meet quontitotive performonce criterio to
maintain 0 11stIhg? If so, what criterio should we OPPly? Do you agree thot coinponies thotfoil to
meet these criterio should be PIOced on a "wotchlist" and delisted If they foil to meet the criteria
within o set period of time? Please give re@sonsfor your views,

A21. We do not have any specific views on new continuing quantitative performance criteria nor
the proposed "watchlist" approach to delisting.

Q22,00 you consider that on even "I^hter touch" enforcement regime should OPPly to the New
Boord (e. g. on eXchange-regulotedplotform)?
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Yes

No

Pieose give reosonsfor your views.

A22. We have no strong views as to the likely enforcement regime to accompany the New Board
(ifitis created as anticipated by the SEHK). We are riot able to comment on an "even lighter touch"
enforcement approach at this stage, as the contents of this approach have not been clearly spelled
out in the Concept Paper.

6. Proposed Main Board and GEM reforms

We agree generally with the tightening up and re-positioning of GEM. We see no problem
generally with the proposals regarding GEM listing rule amendments. Likewise, we have no issue
with upgrading of the Main Board requirements as to initial market capitalisation and minimum
public float so as to make them proportionate with the equivalent GEM requirements.

a. Reposition ing of GEM and consequential stepping-up of both GEM and Main Board

However, there will continue to be GEM companies suitable for transfer of listing to the Main
Board. We suggest that, while the migration process may be tightened, it should be achieved in a
reasonable manner. We would caution against an unduly stringent transfer regime.

GEM and Main Board listing rules reforms - Consultation Questions

QZ. Do you agree with the proposol to re-position GEM OS o stond-o10ne boord ond hence remove
the GEM Streomlined Processfor GEM Tronsfers grid re-introduce the requirements to (0) appoint
o sponsor to conduct due diligence for GEM Tronsfers, . and (b) publish o 'j, rospectus-stundord"
fisting document such thot GEM Tron$fer OPPlic@tions ore treoted OS o new listing OPPlicotion
(without requiring the OPPlicont to conduct on offering)?
Dyes

ONo

Pieose give reusonsfor your views.

A, ., We agree with the proposal to re-position GEM as outlined in the Consultation Paper.

Q2. Do you ogree with the proposol to require o11 GEM Tronsfer OPP!, tonts to hove (0) published
ond distributed at least two fulljinonci@I yeors offmorici@I storements ofter their GEM listihgs, .
ond (b) not been subject to ony disciplinory investigations by the EXchange in rel@tion to o serious
bredch or potentiolly serious bredch of ony List^^g Rules for 24 months before they con be
cons^^eredfor o GEM Tronsfer?
Dyes

ONo

Pieose give reosonsfor your views.

A2. We agree with the proposed process for GEM transfers to the Main Board. However,
tightening up of the transfer process should be achieved in a reasonable manner and the resulting
regime should not be unduly stringent,
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Q3. Do you ogree with the proposal to retoin the current trock record requirement under the GEM
Listing Rules (i. e. twofinonciolyeors)?
Dyes

ONo

Pieose give redsonsjor your views,

A3. We agree with the retention of the current track record requirements for GEM.

Q4, Do you ogree with the proposolto retoin the currentproctite of not requir^^g o GEM OPPlicont
thot con meet the Mom Boord odinission requirements to fist on the Mom Boordinsteod of GEM?
Dyes

ONo

Please give reasons for your views,

A4. We agree with the retention of the current practice of not requiring a GEM applicant that can
meet the Main Board requirements to list on the Main Board.

05. Do you agree with the proposo/ to increase the Coshflow Requirement from at Ieost HK$20
million to at Ieost HK$30 mill^^n ?
Dyes

ONo

Please give reosonsfor your views. We invite suggestions on other potentiolqu@nthotive testsfor
odinission to GEM.

A5. We agree with the proposal to increase the cash flow requirement for GEM.

06. Do you ogree with the proposal to increose the minimum ingrket copitolisotion requirement
at listing from HK$100 million to HK$J50 million?
Dyes

ONo

PIeose give reosons for your views.

A5. We agree with the proposal to increase the market capitalisation requirement for GEM,

07. thot controlling shoreholders of GEMissuers:
(0) cannot d, ^pose of@ny of theirequityinterestin o GEMissuer within the firstyeor of listing, ' ond
(b) connot di^pose of ony interest in the subsequent year thot would result Ih them no longer being
o contro"ing shoreholder OS defined under GEM Listing Rule
z, 01?

Dyes

ONo

Pledse give reosonsfor your views.

A7. We agree with the proposal to increase the post-IPO lock-up requirement for GEM controlling
shareholders.
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08. Do you ogree with the proposol to introduce o mondotory public offering mechonism of ot
IeostlO% of the toadojfersizefor o11 GEMiPos?
Dyes

ONo

PIeose give reosonsfor your views,

A8. We have no strong views on introducing a mandatory public offer of at least 1.0% for all GEM
IPOs.

Q9. Do you ogree with the proposols to offgn the GEM List, hg Rules on:
(0) PIOcing to core connected persons, connected cffents ond existing shoreholders, ond their
respective close OSsociotes with those under Appendix 6 to the Mom Board List, hg Rules ond
Guidance Letter HKEX-GL85-16 'PIOcing to connected clients, ond existing shoreholders or their
close OSsociotes, under the Rules';'
ond

Dyes

ONo

Pieose give redsons for your views.

(b) the o110cotion of offer shores between the public ond PIOcing tronches ond the CIOwbock
mechonism with those in Proctite Note 18 to the Mom Boord Listing Rules?
Dyes

ONo

Pieose give reusonsfor your views.

A9(a) & (b). We have no strong views on aligning the GEM listing rules with Main Board
requirements in relation to placing to core connected persons, connected clients and existing
shareholders and their respective close associates; and the application of PN18 Main Board listing
rules to GEM offerings.

QIO. Do you ogree with the proposolto increase the minimum publi^floot volue of securities from
HK$30 million to HK$45 million?
Dyes

UNo

Pledse give redsons for your views.

A10. We agree with the proposal to increase minimum public float value for GEM.

Qll. Do you agree with using the Profit Requirement to determine eli^Ibil^Iy to list on the Morn
Boord?

Dyes

ONo

Ifnot, whot o1tern@tive testshould be used? Pieose give reusonsforyour views

All. . We have no strong views on continuing the use of the profit requirement (as opposed to a
cash flow requirement) to determine eligibility to list on the Main Board.
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012. If you ogree to retoin the Profit Requirement, do you ogree thot the current levelofprojit
under the Profit Requirement should Fernoin urichonged?
Dyes

ONo

Pieose give reosonsfor your views.

A12. We have no strong views on the quantum of the current minimum profit requirement and
see no pressing reason to revise it.

Q13. Do you ogree with the proposol to increase the minimum montet co^tollsotion requirement
otl, ^tingfor Main Boord OPP/Icontsfrom at legst HK$200 million to driedst HK$500 in"lion?
Dyes

ONo

Pieose give reusonsfor your views.

A13. We agree with the proposal to increase the minimum market capitalisation for the Main
Board.

QZ4. Do you ogree with the proposolto proportionotely increose the injinh, urn publicj700t volue
of securities for Mom Board OPPlitontsfrom HK$50 million to HK$125 mill^^n?
Dyes

ONo

Pie@se give reusonsfor your views.

A14. We agree with the proposal to increase the minimum public float value for the Main Board.

We strongly disagree with the proposed extending of the controlling shareholder's lock-up on the
Main Board. Currently the Hong Kong market is at least as equally plagued by liquidity problems
as by under-diversification of listed issuers. One can also say that the two issues are connected,
as illiquidity reduces the attractiveness of our market to prospective issuers.

b, Liquidity is key

Our liquidity situation is likely to be exacerbated by the lengthening of the lock-up on the Main
Board, which seems to have been proposed in order to bring the Main Board in line with the GEM.
While the lengthening of the GEM lock-up has concrete regulatory goals, namely to increase the
cost of such undesirable behaviour as "shell creation" and to reduce the risk of disorder and even

manipulation of that market, the Main Board does not necessarily suffer from the same problems
as GEM, nor should its regulation in this regard be brought in line with GEM automatically. We
observe also that adopting this proposal would make the lock-up on our Main Board longer than
that required on practically all other major international markets.

GEM and Main Board listing rules reforms - Consultation Questions

015. Do you ogree with the proposol to increose the post-IPO lock-up requirement such thot the
control"rig shoreholders of Mom Boordissuers:
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(0) connot dispose of ony of their equity interest in o Mom Boord issuer within the first yeor of
intrhg; und

(b) cannot dispose of ony interest in the subsequent yeor thot would result in them no longer being
a control"rig shareholder OS defined under Mom Boord Li^tihg
Rule 1.01 ?

Dyes

ONo

Alterriotively, do you bel^^ve thot it Is not appropriate to extend the post-IPO lock-up requirements
for Mom Boord OPPliconts, given thot they ore less likely to hove the chorocteristics identified in
the 2016 Sulfobility Guidonce Letter becouse of their longer size grid our proposo! to rotse the
minimum in@rket copitol^^otion requirement to HK$500 mill^^n. Pieose give reosonsforyour views,

At5. We strongly disagree with the proposal to increase the post-IPO lock-up requirements for
Main Board issuers. The Main Board has riot been affected by the same issues affecting the GEM,
which called for the extension of the lock-up. We think this would have an adverse impact on the
liquidity situation and do not see any apparent benefit or pressing necessity for this reform. It
would also be a longer lock-up than is required by any other major international market.

c. Making Main Board and GEM rules more New Economy friendly

The Review of the GEM and Changes to the GEM and Main Board Listing Rules consultation paper
focuses on eligibility standards and does riot address the issue of how to make the Main Board
and GEM listing rules more friendly to New Economy companies. While much ink has been spilt
on the New Board designed to attract these companies, there may be New Economy companies
with conventional governance structures that qualify for a Main Board or GEM listing, but which
are severely hampered by current Listing Rules or SEHK practices that are predicated on "old
economy" concepts.

For example, compared to traditional companies, New Economy companies have very different
approaches to relationships with controlling shareholders (that could raise reliance issues under
the current regulations), competition, and business delineation (the traditional modes of
geographical, customer or product delineation are increasingly becoming irrelevant in the
Internet-based economy). Likewise, these companies' employee compensation and
incentivisation practices often run into problems when traditional listing rule concepts are applied
to them.

We strongly urge the SEHK to take this opportunity to review the Main Board and GEM listing
rules, independently of the New Board proposals, with a view to introducing suitable upgrades
and modernisations catering to the unique needs of New Economy companies, and taking into
full account the challenges posed to sponsors in fulfilling due diligence and other requirements
under the Listing Rules.

GEM and Main Board listing rules reforms - Consultation Questions

QZ6. Do you ogree thot the proposols for the Mom Board should be considered independently
irrespective of the outcome of the proposolsfor GEM?
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Dyes

ONo

Pieose give reosonsfor your views.

A16, We agree that the review of the Main Board and GEM rules can be considered independently
of each other, In particular, we urge the SEHK to review the listing rules independently of the New
Board proposals, to make the rules more friendly to New Economy companies.

7, Conclusion

We coinmend the SEHK for its efforts to further open up and diversify the Hong Kong market. We
are in agreement with the general direction that the SEHK is taking, but would advise the SEHK to
prioritise the reforms that will most effectiveIy attract New Economy companies.

While New Board PRO contains some interesting aspects and merits further study, we believe
much more thinking must go into it to make it a useful and safe addition to our market. On the
other hand, the concepts behind New Board PREMIUM (either as a separate board or a new tier
to the Main Board) are realistic and practicable, and can bring some concrete benefits to Hong
Kong within a short time and at relatively low risk. We urge the SEHK to press ahead with this
aspect of the reforms, regardless of the process concerning New Board PRO,

We stress again that liquidity is a key issue for the market, a problem no less acute than
overweighting of traditional economy issuers. We advise the SEHK to bear this in mind when
devising the next step.

8. Contacts

Please do riot hesitate to contact Wayne Am old, Executive Director, Head of Policy and Regulatory
Affairs at AslFMA (
& Wa rdwell I

We have no objections to disclosing the name of the Association in the version of this response
published by the SEHK on its website.

Sincerely,

Mark AUSten

Chief Executive Officer

Asia Securities Industry & Financial Markets Association

), or Bonnie Chan, partner at Davis Polk
) if You wish to discuss any of the above.
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